2023 Murray PTA Science Fair Results

Here are people who move on to USEF from the MCSD science and engineering fair projects- the last seven-are the trophy winners (TW) for elementary, (there was a judging issue with one judge so we added one more trophy winner after figuring out the scoring problem) the others are the junior and senior high projects.

- Babies- Your babies look just like you- Hinckley and Olive Chandler- Viewmont Elementary
- Design-o-pant- Aspen Benjamin- Horizon Elementary
- Bubble gum - Avery Keetch- Grant Elementary
- What keeps the heat? Shaylee Ballard, Sawyer Bowers, Annabelle Luna- McMillan Elementary
- Vacuum Wars- Garrette Rubalxava- McMillan Elementary
- which filtration material state leads to the cleanest drinking water- Regan Fenton- Viewmont Elementary
- Isn’t it eggscelent? Charlotte Jacobsen- McMillan Elementary
- Blue Light Sleep test- Lily McLaws, Sienna Dodge and Cora Merrill- Viewmont Elementary
- Nothing but Net- Christian Koontz and Peter Woodbury- Viewmont Elementary
- The Light Blanket- Colin Dixon and Cyrus Perez- Horizon Elementary
- magneTire- Jocelyn Day and Hadley Siegel- Horizon Elementary
- Basketball Return system Colin Curtis- Liberty Elementary
- candy dispenser helmet- Jaxon Mills- Horizon Elementary
- TW- Kibble dispenser-
- TW- Leafinator-
- TW- Adaptive Kayaking
- TW- Clothes-o-matic 2000- Milo Paterson- Horizon Elementary
- TW- Magic Milk- Jessica Skomoski-McMillan Elementary
- TW- Understanding Food Production- Jesphira Jones- Viewmont Elementary
- TW- Out of Batteries- Jace Draper, Drake Jensen, Jackson Greene- McMillan Elementary
- Concluding Crumbly Cakes- Paityn Wayman and Penny Lever, McMillan Elementary.

**Junior High Projects**
- Fluidized sand bed - Julia Ashby- Riverview Jr.
- Mechanized Rube Goldberg (Title might not be exactly that) Harvey Keetch and Winston Jewkes- Riverview Jr High

**9-12th grade**
- EEEE.Cola- Jon Yah- Riverview Jr. high